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1. INTRODUCTION 
Two presentations of a group, given as factor groups FIR and F/S of a free 
group F, are said to be Nielsen inequivalent if there is no automorphism 01 of F 
with Ror = S. In this paper it is shown that there is a group with presentations 
(x, y; y-%-2j~y-~x~j = x2), for every natural number Y, which are pairwise 
Nielsen inequivalent. This answers the question, raised by McCool and 
Pietrowski [l], as to whether such a group exists. 
In [I], McCool and Pietrowski found that certain of the groups (x,y; 
x7: = yz) have Nielsen inequivalent one-relator presentations, but for each K, 
1 they were able to find only a finite number which are Nielsen inequivalent. 
Subsequently Dunwoody and Pietrowski [2] showed that the group (x, y; 
x2 = y3) has an infinite number of Nielsen inequivalent presentations, one 
of which is one-relator, the others two-relator; and the author [4] exhibited 
an infinite number of Nielsen inequivalent presentations of the group 
(x, y; y-lx2y = x3), two of which are one-relator. In Section 2 of this paper, 
a reasonably general prescription for finding examples of groups with Nielsen 
inequivalent one-relator presentations is given. 
A reference for notation and such matters is [3]. For the purpose at hand 
it is convenient to regard a presentation of a group both as a factor group 
F/R of a free group F, and as a symbol (x, y, z ,...; Y = 1, s = 1, t = l,... ), 
where x, y, z,... are free generators of F, and the least normal subgroup of F 
containing the relators r, s, t,... is R. Given two elements w and v of a 
group G, by w is meant the element v-lwv. The derived group of G is 
denoted by G’. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section F will denote the free group of rank 2 freely generated by x 
and y. 
There is a mapping of the automorphism group of F onto the automorphism 
group of F/F’, which maps each automorphism 6 of F onto the induced auto- 
morphism 6* of F/F’ given by 
(fF’) S* = (fs)F’, 
wheref belongs to F. By a theorem of Nielsen [3, p. 1681, the kernel of this 
mapping consists of the inner automorphisms of F. 
The automorphisms 19 of F/F’ are specified by integers a, 6, c, d with 
ad - bc = fl, such that 
(xF’)8 = (xayb)F’, ( yF’)B = (x”ye) F’. 
Before proceeding, it should be pointed out that for any automorphism 01 
of F, the presentations F/R and F/Rar define the same group. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F/R be a presentation of a two-generator group whose 
commutator quotient group is a direct product of an injinite cyclic group and a 
finite cyclic group of order s. Then there is an automorphism 6 of F, such that the 
relators in RS are of the form xskw, where w belongs to F’ and k is sime integer. 
Proof. The commutator quotient group of F/R can be considered as 
F/FR. Let (xayb)F’R be a generator of the cyclic subgroup of order s of 
FIF’R, where clearly a and b are coprime integers. It follows that the relators 
in R are of the form (x~~~)~~zI, where v belongs to F’ and k is some integer. 
However, there is an automorphism S* of F/F’ with (nayb)F’S* = xF’. 
Therefore, if 6 is an automorphism of F which induces S*, the relators in R6 
are of the form xskw, where w belongs to F’ and k is some integer. 
With this lemma in mind there is also the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F/R and F/S be presentations of a two-generator group 
whose commutator quotient group is a direct product of an infinite cyclic group 
and a J;nite cyclic group of order s, and suppose that the relators in R and S are 
of the form xskw, where w belongs to F’ and k is some integer. Then, af CY is an 
automorphism of F such that Ra: = S, there z’s an inner automorphism y of F 
such that x~ry = xE, y~y = xcyE’ for some integer c and E = f 1, B’ = &I. 
Proof. If 01~ is the automorphism ofFIF’ induced by (Y, then (F’R/F’) a* = 
FSIF’. Now the relators in both R and S are of the form xskw, where w 
belongs to F’; so that F’RIF’ and F’SIF’ are both infinite cyclic groups 
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generated by xSF’. Therefore, since 01* is an automorphism, (xSF’) 01* = x*“F’. 
Hence, if (xF’) OL* = (zcaya)F’, (yF’) OL* = (xcy”)F’, where ad - bc = *l, 
then (xSF’) (Y* = (zcsaysb) F’ = x*t4F’. It follows that a = &l, b = 0, and 
then d = 51. The result now follows from the result of Nielsen mentioned 
above. 
These results are applicable to one-relator groups. The following corollary 
generalizes a method used by Pride [5], as an alternative proof of Nielsen 
inequivalence in several examples. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (x, y; xSw(x, y) = 1) and (x, y; x%(x, y) = 1) be 
Nielsen equivalent presentations, where w(x, y) and v(x, y) belong to F’, and s 
is u positive integer. Then x%(x, y) is conjugate in F to (xFSw(xE, x~Y~‘))*~ for 
some integer c and E = +l, E’ = &l. 
Proof. This follows by applying Lemma 2.2 and Magnus’s Conjugacy 
Theorem [3, p. 2611. 
If A(x, y) and B(x, y) are words in x and y, then the presentations 
(x, y; x = A(B(x, y), y)) and (x, y; x = B(A(x, y), y)) define the same group, 
as can easily seen by applying Tietze transformations [3, p. 481. All the 
known examples of Nielsen inequivalent one-relator presentations of a group 
have arisen from a pair of presentations of this kind, and Corollary 2.3 can be 
used to distinguish them. 
3. THE EXAMPLES 
Let K be an integer k 3 2. In this section, the notation k[t] will be used 
to mean Izt, where t is some integer; for example, k[k[r] - r] denotes kk’--r. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k be an integer k > 2, and let G be the group de$ned 
by the presentation PO = (x, y; xx’ = xk). Then G is also dejined by the 
pairwise Nielsen inequivalent presentations P,. = (x~‘[“~ = xk) (I = 0, I,...). 
Proof. The key observation is that, if t is a positive integer, the presenta- 
tions (z, y; zZLttlY = zk), (z, x, y; x = zk, z”‘[~-~‘~ = x) and (x, y; xzLrt-“” = xk) 
define the same group. This implies that Pt and PtWl define the same group; 
and consequently, that P, defines G for r = 0, I,... . 
Also, according to Corollary 2.3, two presentations P, and P,, are Nielsen 
only if 
(x-~y-lx-"["lyxy-~xWly)~~ and X-6ky-.‘X-k[n]ye’X~y-~‘X~k[n]Y~‘, 
where E = fl, E’ = &I, are conjugate as elements of F. But both these 
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elements are cyclically reduced, and they have lengths (as elements of F) 
7 + 2 . k[m] and 7 + 2 * K[n], respectively. Consequently, m = n. 
If  (a, b) is a generating pair of G associated with the presentation P,, , 
the generating pair (aa-‘*, b) is associated with P,; moreover, (aa-“b)k[rl = a. 
On the other hand, it is not hard to see that, if s is a nonnegative integer, then 
(afitS], b) is a generating pair of G associated with the presentation 
where xi = xy and x2 = xu’. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k be an integer k 3 2, and let G be the group defined 
by the presentation P, = (x, y; xx’ = x”). Then the presentations P, , QS 
(r = 0, I,...; s = I, 2,...) defined above, are pairwise Nielsen inequivalent 
presentations of G. 
A proof is omitted; essentially, Lemma 2.2 can be used while showing, 
case by case, that the presentations cannot be Nielsen equivalent. 
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